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About This Game

Twickles is an original puzzle game with a minimalist aesthetic.
Navigate a ball through increasingly complex labyrinths by rotating their individual parts or the entire 5d3b920ae0
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Nice puzzle game, but I wish it would tell me what the perfect puzzle move goal is.. u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50. A nice,
original puzzler, where you can both rotate the board and rotate the tiles. (See the store video if that doesn't make sense) The
difficulty ramps up nicely over the course of the game, with a decent number of new features added to keep things varied.
Interestingly, the move count is only based off rotating the board - rotating individual tiles is 'free' for scoring purposes. (This
has the slightly odd property that some levels can be completed in "0 moves") Overall, it's very nicely put together (graphics,
sound, music all fit nicely). Recommended.. A neat little puzzle game that.. A neat little puzzle game that.
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